
Standard RMA Guide (For compliant RMAs within 14 business days of the return only) 
 
Here is how to process a normal RMA. If the criteria in this guide cannot be met, use the RMA 
Exception guide instead! 
 
-Phone is ERASED, in PERFECT condition, and the IMEI on the box AND receipt match the phone 
IMEI. (Even a slight indent or scratch is not acceptable) 
-All original content is in box (manual, charger, etc) 
 
-Our requirement is that these are sent every Monday, no exceptions. If somehow the phone is 
not sent within 14 business days, DO NOT send using this process. See the exception guide. 
-DO NOT FORGET the RA form, or the RA # being written on the box. Seriously! 
 
Here is how to process these.  
Go to https://im-mobilityonline.com/ and sign in with your Ingram account (see Ingram 
Account Setup Guide if you do not have this) 
Scroll over Account, click on Product Returns 
Under Serial Numbers, scan in the IMEI and select the reason the customer returned it. 
Submit it, and on the next page confirm everything.  
On the next page, print the RA form that it gives you, this goes in the shipping box.  
The RA # must be written on the shipping box when you send it. 
 
Now, login to FedEx and create a shipping label to Ingram. Contact your district manager if you 
do not have access to FedEx. Once logged in, just select Ingram as the contact under New 
Shipment, and it will auto populate the address in Plainsfield Indiana. Select the type of box, 
make sure not to value the shipment for more than $100. Process the shipment, print the label 
and tape it to your box! 
 
Drop the package off at FedEx! Don't forget to put the RA form in the shipping box and write 
the RA # on the outside of the shipping box! That’s extremely important. 


